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MO41, The Bombshell Before Roswellâ€• by Paul Blake Smith, ,might well be the most exciting,

shocking, and impactful event â€“ and now book subject - not just in American history, but all of

human history. Did three extraterrestrials really crash-land their circular spaceship on a farm just

outside of Cape Girardeau, Missouri, in mid-April of 1941? Was this stunning recovery then taken to

a secret hiding place beneath perhaps the most recognizable building in the world? Was an aspect

of the scientifically examined alien craftâ€™s propulsion system applied to the U.S. nuclear

weapons program to help win World War II? The serious, amazing pre-Roswell claims and quotes,

rumors and insights, opinions and documented facts are all examined here, in proper chronological,

easy-to-read order, the only book to ever comprehensively explore perhaps the wildest nonfiction

story of all time. The results make up a case that could win in a court of law, or at least in the court

of public opinion. You, the reader, decide!Grab your copy today!
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As a longtime investigator and researcher in the field of UFO studies, I have taken pleasure in

seeing this book appear, showing, as it does, a thorough-going regimen of research, on the part of

the author, into a UFO case that has heretofore seen only occasional and rather vague coverage in

the literature. It seems clear from this book that it would be hard for anyone to honestly deny that

something really anomalous took place in April 1941 near Cape Girardeau, and that the government

and military (as is their custom) covered it all up big time. It seems little wonder that the

powers-that-be fairly well knew how to go about the cover-up of the now famous Roswell UFO crash

incident in 1947-- they had had a dress rehearsal at Cape Girardeau. Bravo to the author for

bringing this whole matter fully into the light of day!

The author has done extensive research into the background of this event, including corresponding

with myself, my uncle and sister who heard stories from my Mother about the event. She lived in the

same house with a rural school teacher who boarded there. His girl friend was one of the nurses

who was very frightened by the sight of the alien bodies. This man later served as the Cape

Girardeau County Superintendent of the rural schools and signed report cards for me and my sister

and all the other county rural school pupils. Another person who has recently been making repairs

to my Mother's house says his uncle saw the crowd gathered at the crash site in 1941. There

seems to be plenty of remaining memories reflecting that something very bizzare happened that

spring-time night in southeastern Missouri.

Very interesting narrative of a potentially earth shaking event in 1941. I got lost in all the

abbreviations, minutiae, conjecture, speculation by the witnesses and their families over the ensuing

decades. An important event in which evidence was effectively overlooked, confused, lost, strayed,

misfiled, and confiscated, by the government for national security reasons. A good re-edit could

sharpen an interesting narrative to known facts in order to draw amazingly similar parallels with

future 1947 Roswell UFO crash. Anything that adds clarity to these events will help fill in historical

gaps.

Having been born and raised in Southeastern Missouri (originally Chaffee, then Oran) I was

extremely interested in reading this book.I had heard of the incident in the late 90's/ early 2000's

from my Mother who had come across the Charlette Mann interview via the Internet.This book was

extremely well researched. There seem to be so many pieces to this puzzle. The Author, Paul B.

Smith brought everything together in an easy to follow format. From the words on the paper, I could



easily picture that warm April night in Southeast Missouri.In the days before super media,

cellphones, and the Internet, it would have been quite easy to cover something of this magnitude

up. Many people in that part of the state, having not seen the incident would never have believed

that sort of thing. So it would be easy for the people who did see it, or know something to keep

quiet, not wanting to raise a ruckus. I'm sure the bullying from the Government would have kept

many people quiet. They typically had large families to take care of, so it wouldn't have been worth it

to "blow the whistle."I was amazed to learn what kind of impacts this crash had to the scientists and

physicists of the 1940's. It seemed this crash affected more than just Southeast Missouri. The

science behind MO41 has had impacts all over the world.I know that evidence MUST exist

somewhere. I hope that someone will come forward to put the final pieces together. Goodness

knows that Disclosure by the Government probably won't happen anytime soon. Who knows

though... Stranger things have happened.I read that a second book is in the works. I am looking

forward to seeing what kind of new information has surfaced.Overall, very informative book.

Definitely worth a read to anyone interested in not only UFO's, but also those interested in the WWII

and Roosevelt era.

MO41: The Bombshell Before Roswell , great insite to how the government did coverups on UFO

sisting before WWI and the way they handle them today..It is and interesting time of knowledge

awking in the vistirors then and now..Great read..for the price.

This was for my husband who has been very involved with the whole Roswell Incident. Thought this

was a great read.

this book points that there has been activity of ufo activity for many years.

A wealth of detail, maybe true, maybe not. Nonetheless makes for interesting reading.
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